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A “cannot-ventilate, cannot-intubate” situation is critical. In difficult airway management, transtracheal jet ventilation (TTJV)
has been recommended as an invasive procedure, but specialized equipment is required. However, the influence of upper airway
resistance (UAR) during TTJV has not been clarified. The aim of this study was to compare TTJV using a manual jet ventilator
(MJV) and the oxygen flush device of the anesthetic machine (AM).Wemade a model lung offering variable UAR by adjustment of
tracheal tube size that can ventilate through a 14-G cannula. We measured side flow due to the Venturi effect during TTJV, inspired
tidal volume (TVi), and expiratory time under various inspiratory times. No Venturi effect was detected during TTJV with either
device. With the MJV, TVi tended to increase in proportion to UAR. With AM, significant variations in TVi was not detected with
changes in any UAR. In conclusion, UAR influenced forward flow of TTJV in the model lung. The influence of choked flow from
the Venturi effect was minimal under all UAR settings with the MJV, but the AM could not deliver sufficient flow.

1. Introduction

An unexpected difficult airway (cannot-ventilate, cannot-
intubate status; CVCI) represents a critical situation requiring
immediate attention. In 2004, the Difficult Airway Soci-
ety guidelines recommended percutaneous transtracheal jet
ventilation (TTJV) following cannula cricothyroidotomy, as
an invasive procedure to address incomplete upper airway
obstruction [1, 2]. This procedure is easier and quicker than
surgical cricothyroidotomy [3, 4]. Manual jet ventilators
(MJVs) are commonly used for TTJV via a 14-G cannula.

However, cannula cricothyroidotomy may be associated
with major problems in which insufficient oxygen may be
inspired by the patient via the cannula cricothyroidotomy.
One of the problems is that the inspired oxygen fraction
(FIO
2
) of TTJV may not be 1.0, because two different flows

(themain jet flow, FIO
2
= 1.0, and side flow due to the Venturi

effect, FIO
2
= 0.21) contribute to the actual FIO

2
[5]. Another,

more serious problem is that sufficient tidal volume may not
be obtained by TTJV due to the loss of inspired flow to the
upper airway, which may depend on upper airway resistance
(UAR).

Furthermore, several investigators have reported contra-
dictory findings that the oxygen flush device of anesthesia
machines (AMs) should or should not be used as a substitute
for MJVs [6–9]. Since the MJV is a highly specialized and
uncommon device, we also tried using the oxygen flush
device attached to the AM for TTJV and compared this to
the MJV in a lung model with variable UAR.

To investigate oxygenation and ventilation during TTJV,
using an MJV or AM, we measured side flow due to the
Venturi effect during TTJV in Study 1 and inspired tidal
volume (TVi) and expiratory time under various inspiratory
times and UARs during TTJV in Study 2.

2. Methods

A schematic of our experimental model is shown in Figure 1.
An MJV (MCS-3; Yutaka, Japan) and an AM (Aisys, GE
Healthcare, USA)with a relief valve (over 1 psi) were prepared
in this study. The MJV was connected to the central oxygen
port (0.35MhPa= 50 psi). Release flowvolumeswith different
oxygen pressures and cannula sizes for the MJV, according
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Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental model. MJV, manual jet
ventilator (MCS-3, Yutaka, Japan); AM, anesthetic machine (Aisys,
GE Healthcare, USA); FM, flowmeter.The “Study 1” arrow indicates
the direction of Venturi effect flow during oxygen flush. The “Study
2” arrow indicates the direction of flow during oxygen flush.

to the manufacturer’s manual, are shown in Table 1. Oxygen
release from the MJV was 1250mL/s at the settings used in
this study. A lungmodel (Lung Simulator; SMS Technologies,
Essex, UK) was used in this study. The compliance value of
the model lung was adjusted to 50mL/cmH

2
O.The circuit of

the AM or theMJV was connected to the model trachea via a
14-G (1.75-inch) catheter for the cannula cricothyroidotomy.
A 14-gauge catheter (Jelco; Smith Medical, MN, USA; 1.75
inches) was placed into the simulated trachea at an angle of
45∘ toward the model lung. This angle of 45∘ is commonly
recommended [10]. Two kinds of flowmeter were used in
this study: one to measure the speed of flow in Study 1 and
the other (Haloscale Standard; nSpire Health, CO, USA) to
measure the volume of flow in Study 2.

2.1. Study 1. To measure flow due to the Venturi effect, we
created a simulated trachea model (Figure 1). A flowmeter
(Certifier FA Test System, TSI, MN, USA) was placed on the
oral side of the simulated trachea to measure inhaled flow.
The MJV (50 psi) or AM (45 psi) with relief valve closed was
connected to the 14-gauge catheter.Wemeasured choked flow
due to the Venturi effect during the oxygen flush for 1 s with
or without the connection to the model lung.

2.2. Study 2. UAR was adjusted between 2.5 and 6.0mm
internal diameter (ID) of the endotracheal tubes (Portex;
Smith Medical, MN, USA) adjusted 10mm of the length on
the oral side of the simulated trachea (UARof 6.0mm ID sim-
ulated no obstruction, 2.5mm ID simulated severe obstruc-
tion). Inspiratory time was 1 s using the MJV or 1, 2, or 3 s
using the AM. We used 2 flowmeters, on the oral and lung
sides of the cannula, to measure loss of tidal volume (LTV)
on the oral-side airway and expiratory tidal volume (TVe)
obtained from expiratory flow of the model lung during
oxygen flush. Simultaneously, expiratory time with each
UAR using the MJV or AM was measured on a stopwatch.

Table 1: Oxygen release volume (mL/s) with MJV.

Adjustment
pressure (psi) 14 Gauges 16 Gauges 18 Gauges 20 Gauges

20 690 340 210 130
30 970 390 260 200
40 1180 540 320 230
50 1250 650 380 280
Nippon Megacare Co.; Ltd. Web Page.
http://www.megacare.co.jp/products/02 mcs3.html Accessed by 23 Feb,
2014.

Calculated minute volume (cMV) was determined from the
following formula: TVe × 60/(inspiratory time + expiratory
time). TVe was determined as excellent if >500mL; good if
>100mL but ≤500mL; fair if >50mL but ≤100mL; or not
acceptable if ≤50mL and MV was determined as excellent
if >5.0 L/min; good if >2.0 L/min but ≤5.0 L/min; fair if
>0.5 L/min but ≤2.0 L/min; or not acceptable if ≤0.5 L/min.

2.3. Statistical Analyses. Each measurement was repeated 6
times in this study. Data are expressed as mean ± standard
deviation. Analysis of variance and Tukey’s test as a post hoc
test were used for statistical analyses. Values of 𝑃 < 0.05were
considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Study 1. The data from Study 1 are shown in Figure 2.
With theMJV, although choked flow due to the Venturi effect
was detected in each setting without connection to the model
lung, no choked flow was detected on connection to the
model lung. With the AM, no choked flow was detected in
any setting, with or without connection to the model lung.

3.2. Study 2. Increased UAR was associated with increased
TVe, decreased LTV, and increased expiratory time with
the MJV (Figure 3). Excellent tidal volumes were obtained
for UAR <3.5mm ID with the MJV. However, even with
>4.0mm ID, good tidal volumes were obtained. Increased
UAR was associated with prolonged expiratory time. Peak
cMV with the MJV was obtained at a UAR of 4.0mm ID
(Figure 4). With the AM, no tidal volume or minute volume
was obtained with UAR >3.0mm ID. At a UAR of 2.5mm ID
with the AM, tidal volume and minute volume were detected
but were not acceptable (TVe: 1 s flush, 16.7 ± 5.1mL; 2 s flush,
14.2 ± 4.9mL; 3 s flush, 38.3 ± 7.5mL).

4. Discussion

When the trachea was connected to the model lung, FIO
2

during TTJV was determined as almost 1.0, because choked
flow due to the Venturi effect was not detected in our
simulated model in this study. The catheter angle of 45∘ to
the trachea and/or lung compliance might have reduced flow
due to the Venturi effect. Actually, it was clinically impossible
to place a catheter parallel to the trachea. Also, although lung
compliance of 50mL/cmH

2
Owas slightly lower than normal,
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Figure 2: Relationship between UAR and Venturi effect with the
MJV. Venturi flows were shown by connection with or without the
model lung. Numeric data represents mean values. No flows were
detected with the model lung.
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Figure 3: Relationship between upper airway resistance and expi-
ratory tidal volume or loss of tidal volume. Significant differences
in expiratory tidal volume were seen with upper airway resistance,
except between 3.5mm ID and 3mm ID. TVe, expiratory tidal
volume; LTV, loss of tidal volume.

we thought that it might suitably reflect compliance due to
lung edema in situations of CVCI [11–15].

UAR might influence oxygen delivery to the model lung
more strongly during TTJV in this study. However, excellent
or good minute volume was seen with all UAR settings
with the MJV, because when UAR is lower, tidal volume
is lower and expiratory time is shorter. In this study, tidal
volume of approximately 140mL and expiratory time of
approximately 1 s, resulting in a calculated minute volume
of 4.5 L/min, were obtained with UAR at 6.0mm ID. Tidal
volume of approximately 760mL and expiratory time of
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Figure 4: Relationship between upper airway resistance and cal-
culated minute volume or expiratory time. A significant difference
in calculated minute volume (𝑃 = 0.47) was apparent between
3mm ID and 4mm ID of upper airway resistance. cMV, calculated
minute volume.

approximately 8 s, which resulted in a calculated minute
volume of approximately 4.0 L/min, were obtained with UAR
at 2.5mm ID. Maximum minute volume was obtained with
oral-side obstruction of 4.0mm ID.With severe upper airway
obstruction < 3.5mm ID representing the situation of CVCI,
TTJV with the MJV can sufficiently inflate the lung, but
expiratory time was increased and minute volume decreased
withmoderate upper airway obstruction.When lung compli-
ance is lower than 50mL/cmH

2
O, peak minute volume must

be obtained with a UAR less than 4.0m ID because of the
decreased tidal volume and shortened expiratory time.

A previous study found that AMs without relief valves
can be used for TTJV [8, 9]. However, no acceptable tidal
volume was obtained using a modern AM in the present
study. Although the driving pressure for the oxygen flush
was almost 45 psi with the AM, the limit of the relief valves
in recent AMs has ranged between approximate 1 and 5 psi
[16, 17]. The oxygen flush flow must not enter the model
lung and escape to the expiratory port of the AM through
the relief valve. However, with the UAR setting of 2.5mm ID,
slight tidal volume was obtained with a 3 s oxygen flush. If
obstruction narrows the airway to <2.5mm ID, acceptable
tidal volume might be obtained.

Another method of oxygen delivery in cannula cricothy-
roidotomy is a direct connection between the cannula and
tube from another oxygen supply. Fassl et al. investigated the
driving pressure of sources of oxygen, such as wall-mounted
oxygen flowmeters andAMauxiliary oxygen flowmeters [18].
The oxygen flush mechanisms of several kinds of AMs were
found to be unable to deliver sufficient flows, as seen in the
present study. They concluded that several flowmeters were
acceptable to use as oxygen sources for TTJV in their study
[18], but thesemethods needed specialized devices to connect
the catheter for TTJV.
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This study was limited to a simulated model with a model
lung. To investigate more about the physiology of manual jet
ventilation, we should repeat this study in animal models in
future.

5. Conclusion

UAR influenced forward flow in TTJV of themodel lung.The
influence of choked flow from the Venturi effect was minimal
in all settings of UAR with the MJV. The oxygen flush device
of the AM could not deliver sufficient flow.
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